ABSTRACT The IEEE 802.11-2012, known as wireless-fidelity, offers a rich set of physical layer (PHY) features supported by advanced media access control (MAC) mechanisms. The use of off-the-shelf commercial 802.11 network interface card based (NIC-based) platforms constitutes an inexpensive prototyping approach based on reprogramming the cards software drivers. Besides, the commercial 802.11 NIC-based platform performs the functions of the MAC layer and PHY layer, respectively, by way of the firmware in the networking card and the software-driver running on the host computer, the former of which carries out the time-critical functions (Low MAC and PHY) while the latter serves the time-tolerant functions (High MAC). However, the maintenance of the cards produced in this way turns out quite troublesome. Therefore, based on a mixed real-time software-hardware architecture, i.e., a software defined open wireless platform, a novel packets transmission scheme is proposed in this paper in order to overcome the limitations of the NIC-based platform so that it becomes fully flexible and re-configurable. Furthermore, the novel scheme consists of three parts. First, a preliminary scheme is designed as follows: shift the hard-coded Low MAC and the PHY to the user space, then carry out the High MAC in the kernel space, and then combine the High MAC with the Low MAC via the Netlink. Second, based on preliminary scheme, the sending packets (i.e., the MAC frame) are reorganized in a lightweight way and the packets' completeness and correctness are validated with experiments. Third, an M/M/1 model is exploited to create a packets transmission ring for optimizing the preliminary scheme. And the experimental results of the packets transmission concerned have proved the above-mentioned novel scheme outperforms the traditional one (i.e., the NIC-based platform) in terms of the system overhead and the number of packets sent in unit time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs or Wi-Fi networks) are a popular solution for wireless connectivity, whether in public places, work environments or at home [1] . Due to lower equipment costs as well as simpler access protocols, IEEE 802.11 (or Wi-Fi) has become a predominant shortrange wireless technology to enable high-speed wireless communication and thus facilitate robust WLAN connectivity in interference-prone unlicensed bands. According to the Cisco Global Mobile Data Forecast, it is projected to carry approximately 53% of the total IP traffic by 2019. Furthermore, another trend, indicating an ever-increasing ubiquity of Wi-Fi access is the cellular industry's adoption of the technology in 4G networks (i.e., offloading, HetNet) and its role is set to increase in the emerging 5G networks [2] .
The ongoing mobile Internet revolution calls for quick adoptions of new wireless communication and networking technologies. To enable such fast innovations, a software defined open wireless platform is needed to validate and refine new algorithms, protocols, and architectures in communications and networking. Indeed, most of these works evaluate the performance of the proposals by means of either theoretical analysis or computer-based simulation. Unfortunately, theoretical models typically adopt some idealistic assumptions for the sake of mathematical tractability and usually lack physical (PHY) layer accuracy, thus leading to inaccurate results and misleading conclusions. These limitations can be overcome by NIC-based platforms. In particular, we can mention that in the state of the art the software drivers of commercial IEEE 802.11 network-interface cards (NIC) have been modified to conduct incremental research on protocols based on the 802.11 standard. But these solutions provide little flexibility to change the PHY layer implementation and only minimum MAC functionalities can be modified owing to high host-computer latency. Thus, in order to overcome the limitations of NIC-based platforms, software defined open wireless platform have been developed to get full flexibility and re-configurability with real-time mixed softwarehardware architectures.
For generally speaking, the open wireless platform should possess the following features: it needs to support highthroughput and low-latency wireless transmission in real time; it should be easy to program and debug to enable fast prototype and modular design; it should work with the default TCP/IP network protocol suite, thus facilitating crosslayer optimization and enabling complete networking system spanning all layers.
Unfortunately, the NIC-based platform cannot meet all those requirements mentioned above, and the main reason contributing to this is the NIC-based platform's inherent software-hardware architecture. The Commercial 802.11 Universal Serial Bus(USB) WLAN card in NIC-based platforms is a representative and widely used WLAN device, which allows a computer to connect to wireless networks. The chip in USB WLAN card is normally hard-coded with Low MAC and PHY. The WLAN card driver (i.e., the High MAC) is a software program, which enables a computer to run and configure a WLAN card.
The NIC-based platforms, combined by USB WLAN card and its driver, we can also call it the traditional packets transmission scheme. In this paper, we will use the phrases ''NIC-based platforms'' and ''traditional packets transmission scheme'' interchangeably. The function structure of the traditional scheme is shown as follows: As shown in Fig. 1 , the High MAC, Low MAC and PHY are implemented in kernel space, which are difficult to maintain. Specifically, the High MAC is implemented in the operating system (OS) kernel and the Low MAC and PHY are hard-coded in the WLAN card. Moreover, the packets transmitted from High MAC to Low MAC must be converted to Urbs (USB request block) [17] , [18] which brings extra system overhead.
Thus, in order to implement the MAC layer functions [3] - [5] , [9] - [14] and the PHY layer functions [6] - [8] , [11] , [14] in a software-defined way and an opening way, we present the preliminary design of the novel scheme. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , we shift the Low MAC and PHY to the user space, and implement the High MAC in kernel space. Then we exploit Netlink, which is used for transmitting data between the kernel space and the user space, to connect High MAC with Low MAC. As illustrated in Fig.3 , based on the preliminary novel scheme, we then utilize queue theory to optimize the preliminary novel scheme, which constructs a Tx ring structure between the Novel High MAC and the Novel Low MAC to match the different processing speed of them. We also do the same way to construct a Tx ring structure between the Novel Low MAC and the Novel PHY. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose a novel packets transmission scheme.
Specifically, we first shift the Low MAC and PHY from kernel space to user space and then we exploit Netlink to combine the High MAC, the Low MAC and PHY. Furthermore, we reorganize four diverse types packets transmitted from High MAC to Low MAC in a lightweight way and validate those packets' completeness and correctness by real experiment. The preliminary novel scheme provided in this way can provide full flexibility, reconfigurability and control over MAC layer, also it can provide flexible interfacing to experiment with different PHY layers and possibility to perform MAC/PHY truly cross-layer design.
• To optimize the proposed preliminary novel scheme, we utilize M/M/1 model to create two Tx rings, of which the first one is added between High MAC and Low MAC, the other is added between Low MAC and PHY, respectively. Moreover, we conduct comparative experiments on the optimized novel scheme with optimal Tx ring overall size, a novel scheme with Tx ring overall size larger than the optimal value and a novel scheme with Tx ring overall size smaller than the optimal value, respectively. The experiment results demonstrate that the one with the optimal value has the best performance.
• We respectively conduct the packets transmission experiments for the optimized novel scheme and the traditional scheme. The results show that the optimized one has better performance than the traditional one. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows, in Section II, we discuss some related works. In Section III, we introduce the detailed design of the novel scheme. In Section IV, we describe the evaluation methodology. Finally, we draw up some conclusions in this paper and raise further research issues.
II. RELATED WORK
The progressive shift of functionality from hardware to software has been a steady trend in the electronic industry, and when nowadays demand for a new Wi-Fi functionality materializes, a software implementation on a flexible platform becomes often the preferred choice within the available spectrum of possibilities.
Commodity NIC-based platforms typically divide the implementation of the MAC layer functions between the hardware and the firmware on the networking card, which implement the time-critical functions, and the software driver running on the computer hosting the card, which implements the time-tolerant functions. NIC-based solutions are low cost and facilitate reprogramming some MAC protocol functions by modifying the software driver installed in the host computer. In addition, since these NIC-based solutions are commercial networking cards, they are already equipped with an IEEE 802.11-compliant implementation that makes it possible to compare new protocols with legacy ones. But on the contrary, the connection between the host computer and the NIC introduces unpredictable delays and latencies, which may compromise precise scheduling and compliance with the strict timing requirements of MAC protocols. For this reason, time-critical functions are programmed in the NIC firmware. Mainly to guarantee intellectual property rights protection, NIC manufacturers do not usually provide the tools required to modify this firmware, thus limiting the flexibility to efficiently customize certain MAC functionalities. This limitation to modify the firmware is extended to the access to information and configuration of the PHY layer, thus not allowing MAC-PHY cross-layer designs. Therefore, this type of platforms based on commercial NICs are only convenient to test incremental corrections on 802.11 protocols. This limitation has led this paper to introduce the novel packets transmission scheme based on software defined open wireless platforms, as detailed depicted in the next section. The table in Fig.4 summaries and compares the differences between the traditional packets transmission scheme and the novel packets transmission scheme [15] , [16] . Recently, most of the experimentation in wireless networking has used commodity components such as 802.11b/g/n networking cards. This has occurred for a number of reasons-these commodity networking cards are inexpensive, do not require a license to operate, and offer good performance. Furthermore, there are a wealth of interesting computer systems problems facing wireless networking that occur above the PHY and MAC layers. Using these commodity cards allows researchers to build systems to investigate these problems.
A WLAN card (i.e., 802.11b/g/n networking card) can also be called a wireless card or a Wi-Fi card, which is widely used in WLAN. The WLAN card differs from Ethernetbased cards because WLAN hardware allows the computer to be connected to a network with wireless transmission without the use of connecting cables. Based on the hardware interface, the WLAN cards can be mainly divided into three types, i.e., Personal Computer Memory Card International Association (PCMCIA) wireless card, Peripheral Component VOLUME 6, 2018 Interconnect (PCI) wireless card and USB wireless card, among which the USB WLAN card is the most widely used.
Fig . 5 shows the hardware structure of the USB WLAN card, the register array (i.e., the configuration variables) is used to store the values (e.g., the transmission rate, power, etc.) related to packets transmission and reception. The ROM (Read-Only Memory) is hard-coded with Low MAC and PHY, so the maintenance of Low MAC and PHY is a tricky problem. The RAM (Random-Access Memory) is the buffer used for packets transmission and reception. The RF (Radio Frequency) is used for exploiting certain frequency to transmit analogy signal to the air in the form of electromagnetic wave. The software structure of the NIC-based platform is shown in Fig. 6 . Note that the application layer is implemented in NIC-based platform's user space. The transport layer, network layer, and High MAC layer (i.e., the WLAN driver) are implemented in NIC-based platform's kernel space and the Low MAC and PHY are hard-coded in WLAN card. Fig. 7 illustrates the packets transmission scheme of the NIC-based platform. The packets in upper protocol stack are existed in the form of sk_buff, which is the OS kernel data type and it is the central nervous system of packets transmission in upper layer protocol stack. Once the High MAC receives the packets transmitted from the upper protocol stack, it will extract the payload from sk_buff and convert it to Urbs (USB request blocks). Then the High MAC sends the Urbs to Low MAC via USB bus for further processing. Once the previous processing done, MAC frames will be transmitted from Low MAC to PHY for further processing. Based on the above-mentioned procedures, the PHY sends the binary streaming to the digital to analog converter (DAC) and then the converter sends the analog signals to Radio Frequency (RF). The completed mark of packets transmission is that the RF have sent the analog signals to the air in the form of electromagnetic wave.
In a word, there are some issues exist in the traditional scheme need to be addressed. The first issue is that the maintenance of hard-coded Low MAC and PHY is a tough work. The second issue is that the Urbs transmitted from High MAC to Low MAC need re-converting to MAC frame in Low MAC, which increases the system overhead. The third issue is that the traditional scheme does not take the processing speed mismatch between OS Kernel and MAC&PHY into consideration. Therefore, in order to address these issues, in the next section we propose the novel packets transmission scheme.
III. NOVEL SCHEME DESIGN
In this section, we first give an overview of the novel packets transmission scheme design. Then we introduce the detailed construction process of the preliminary novel scheme and the detailed design of four diverse types reorganized packets. Based on the preliminary novel scheme, we then provide the detailed optimization process for it. Last, we introduce the detailed packets transmission process based on the optimized novel packets transmission scheme.
A. BRIEF OVERVIEW FOR THE NOVEL SCHEME DESIGN Before we detailed introduce the construction process of the novel packets transmission scheme, first we need to briefly present what we have done from scratch.
(1) According to 802.11 standard [14] , we briefly sum up the fundamental functionality of High MAC, Low MAC and PHY. As illustrated in Fig. 8 , the majority functions of High MAC are listed in the first row of the table, which include frame encapsulation and de-capsulation, MAC Layer Management, Tx (i.e., packets transmission), Rx (i.e., packets reception), etc. The fundamental features of Low MAC are listed in the second row of the table, and the numbers in the brackets are the chapter indexes in 802.11 protocol. Also, as revealed in Fig. 8 , there are some registers used for Tx/Rx configuration (e.g., the Tx Rate, the Tx power) in the second row of the table. The fundamental functions of PHY are listed in the third row of the table, and the numbers in brackets are the chapter indexes in 802.11 standard. Besides, there are two full-duplex Netlink [19] - [22] between the first row and the second row, one is used to configure the registers in Low MAC, the other is used to transmit the data frame, management frame and control frame from High MAC to Low MAC. In this paper, we only focus on the data frame.
(2) In the light of the comparison of packets encapsulation process in High MAC between two schemes, we reorganize the sending packets. Fig. 9 depicts the detailed packets encapsulation process of two schemes. The red line represents the traditional scheme while the green line represents the novel scheme. The packets encapsulation process of traditional scheme includes two phases, the first phase is the driver (i.e., High MAC) receives the upper protocol stack [23] packets, which is also called Skbs (i.e., struct sk_buff), and the second phase is the driver extracts the actual payload from Skbs and then converting it to Urbs. The packets encapsulation process of the novel scheme includes three phases, the first phase is the same as that in the traditional scheme, and in the second phase, the novel High MAC extracts the actual data from Skbs and then removes the 802.3 header from it, based on the second phase, the third phase is a MAC frame (i.e., the reorganized packet), made up by the actual payload of Skbs and the 802.11 header.
(3) We utilize Netlink to connect the novel High MAC with the novel Low MAC. To be specific, we first embed the Netlink [24] kernel state procedure to the novel High MAC. Then we use Netlink to send the reorganized packets from the novel High MAC to the Netlink user state procedure. Last, based on the premise that the packets received by Netlink user state procedure are correct and complete, we embed the Netlink user state procedure to the novel Low MAC to complete the connection. The detailed plan is illustrated in Fig.10 . (4) Based on the aforementioned work, we connect the novel High MAC, the novel Low MAC and the novel PHY together and the preliminary scheme is shown in Fig. 11 . (5) We utilize M/M/1 model to optimize the preliminary scheme. Specifically, the novel High MAC combine with the novel Low MAC is called Processing 1, and the novel PHY is called Processing 2. In order to alleviate the effect that the OS kernel and the Processing1 work in different processing speeds (i.e., the speed mismatch between the OS kernel sends packets and the Processing 1 processes packets), we set the transmission ring (TxRing1) between the OS kernel and the Processing 1. In the same way, we set TxRing2 between Processing 1 and Processing 2. After optimization, the packets transmission scheme is depicted as in Fig. 12 . (6) We implement the optimized novel scheme on the software defined open wireless platform. To be specific, we conduct the following works. In order to construct a powerful Access Point (AP) which is used for packets transmission experiment, we choose the high-performance hardware platform including Personal Computer (PC) and Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP), and the reason for choosing USRP [25] , [26] is that it is a repeated programming WLAN device. Then we implement the novel Low MAC to PC's user space and implement the novel High MAC to kernel space. Last, for the purpose of reducing the hardware design and implementation costs with respect to our solutions, we implement the novel PHY to an inexpensive off-the-shelf re-configurable field programmable gate array (FPGA)-based development board with a processor embedded in the FPGA.
B. PRELIMINARY NOVEL SCHEME CONSTRUCTION As shown in Fig. 2 , the first step to construct the preliminary novel scheme is to find a communication method between the kernel space and the user space, and the Netlink, a special communication method used for transmitting information between the kernel space and the user space, is the best choice. Therefore, we exploit Netlink to connect the novel High MAC with the novel Low MAC. But before that, we need to make sure the correct connection between the novel High MAC and the Netlink user state procedure, which means the reorganized packets transmitted from the Netlink kernel state procedure (embed in novel High MAC) to the Netlink user state procedure must be correct and complete. Only when the reorganized packets received by Netlink user state procedure are correct and complete can we embed the Netlink user state procedure to novel Low MAC to complete the connection. So, whether the reorganized packets are correct or not is crucial to the successful connection between the novel High MAC and the novel Low MAC. In the next part, we will analyze the upper protocol stack packets and then reorganize four diverse types sending packets. Fig. 13 shows the formation process of upper protocol stack packet (i.e., sk_buff), which is depicted in (1) - (6) .
1) ANALYSIS OF UPPER PROTOCOL STACK PACKET
(1) The OS kernel uses function ''alloc_skb()'' to allocate enough memory. After ''alloc_skb()'' is finished, there will be four pointers, which are head pointer, data pointer, tail pointer and end pointer, respectively. The first three pointers point to the start of the allocated memory and the last one points to the end of this memory. Then OS kernel utilizes function ''alloc_reserve()'' to reserve a head space in allocated memory. Assume the length of head space is L head . After ''alloc_reserve()'' is finished, the location of tail pointer and data pointer will be changed, and the related calculation is as follows:
(2) The OS kernel copies the application layer payload to the green part. Assume the length of application layer payload is L payload . After the copy process is finished, the location of data pointer will be changed, and the related calculation is as follows:
(3) The OS kernel copies the transport layer header to the violet part. Assume the length of transport layer header is L tran . After the copy process is finished, the location of data pointer will be changed, and the related calculation is as follows:
(4) The OS kernel copies the network layer header to the yellow part. Assume the length of network layer header is L net . After the copy process is finished, the location of data pointer will be changed, and the related calculation is as follows:
(5) The OS kernel copies the Ethernet header to the pink part. Assume the length of Ethernet header is L eth . After the copy process is finished, the location of data pointer will be changed, and the related calculation is as follows:
(6) Based on the above analyses, we can draw the conclusion the actual payload of protocol stack packet is the part between the data pointer and the tail pointer, and the related calculation is as follows:
2) REORGANIZATION PROCESS OF SENDING PACKET
Based on the aforementioned analyses, in this part we reorganize the packets transmitted from High MAC to Low MAC, and (1) - (5) are the detailed process.
(1) Since the reorganized packets are transmitted in wireless way, so the first job is to remove the Ethernet header (i.e., 802.3 header) and then add the 802.11 header. The related calculation is as follows:
According to the 802.11 standard, we construct the MAC header, and the key code is shown in Key Code 1: The key code of structure ''_TX_BLK'' is shown in Key Code 2:
The value of ''pSrcBufHeader'' field is the memory address pointed by head pointer. The value of ''pSrcBufData'' field is the memory address pointed by data pointer, and now the data pointer points to the start of ip header. The value of ''SrcBufLen'' field equals to the value of ''skb->len'' field. The value of ''MpduHeaderLen'' field is the length of } TX_BLK, * PTX_BLK;
MAC header. The value of ''apidx'' field is BSSID, and the value of ''Wcid'' field is the mac entry related to the sending packet. (3) In order to describe the transmission configuration parameters (i.e., Tx rate, Tx power), we define the following pointer ''unsigned char * TXWISize''.
(4) In order to uniquely identify the transmission block, we define the following pointer ''unsigned char * TXINFOSIZE''.
(5) As shown in Fig. 14, we adopt two plans to reorganize the sending packet. The first plan is that we first add the Tx configuration functions to High MAC, and then reorganize two diverse packets, the first one is ''pOurWirelessPacket1'', which is composed by ''SrcBufLen'' and ''MpduHeaderLen'' (i.e., the transmission unit is packet). The second one is ''pOurWirelessPacket2'', which is composed by ''SrcBufLen'', ''MpduHeaderLen'' and ''TXINFOSIZE''. The ''TXINFOSIZE'' is the transmission block ID (i.e., the transmission unit is block.). The second plan is that we first add the Tx configuration functions to Low MAC, and then reorganize two different packets. The first one is ''pOurWirelessPacket3'', which is composed by ''SrcBufLen'', ''MpduHeaderLen'' and ''TXWISize''. The ''TXWISize'' represents the Tx configuration information that carried by packets to Low MAC. The second one is ''pOurWirelessPacket4'', which is composed of ''SrcBufLen'', ''MpduHeaderLen'', ''TXWISize'' and ''TXINFOSIZE''. The detailed algorithm of packet reorganization is shown as algorithm 1.
The detailed validation experiment about the correctness and completeness of the reorganized packets received by the Netlink user state procedure will be illustrated in section 4.2.
After the the successful connection between the novel High MAC and the novel Low MAC, we further propose a data structure transmitted via Netlink. For instance, in Fig. 17 , the hexadecimal value 0x01 indicates that the High MAC sends the reorganized packets to Low MAC.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the connection between the novel High MAC and the novel Low MAC, because one of them is in kernel space, and the other is in user space.
Till now, we have presented the detailed plan for connecting the novel High MAC with the now Low MAC.
In the remainder part of this paper, the combination of the novel High MAC and the novel Low MAC is called Processing 1, and the novel PHY is called Processing 2. The preliminary novel scheme is shown in Fig. 18 :
The preliminary novel scheme.
However, through the packets transmission experiments, we found that the preliminary novel scheme suffers from high packets loss ratio, large delay jitters and large transmission time, which were caused by the processing speed mismatch between the OS kernel and the MAC & PHY. So, in the next part, we utilize the M/M/1 model to optimize the preliminary novel scheme.
C. PRELIMINARY NOVEL SCHEME OPTIMIZATION
In this part, we provide the detailed design of the transmission ring between the OS kernel and the Processing 1. This transmission ring is also called TxRing1, which is used to optimize the preliminary novel scheme. To be specific, based on the M/M/1 model and real packets transmission experiments, we first obtain the optimal overall size and the buffer size of TxRing1 by calculation, and then estimate the number of packets processed by Processing 1 in unit time. The detailed analysis and calculation process are introduced as follows: As shown in Fig. 19 , the Skb (i.e., sk_buff) stream generated by the OS kernel can be considered as Poisson Stream, that is to say, the packets (i.e., Skbs) stream arrived in Processing 1 is Poisson Stream, and the service interval of Processing 1 obeys exponential distribution.
Using t 0 represents the initial system time and assuming in t 1 , there are k (k >= 1) packets arriving in Processing 1, the probability is:
The mathematical expectation is:
Assume W is the packet arrival interval. Since the number of packets arriving in Processing 1 is random, the packet arrival interval W is also random. Assume in t k (t k > t 0 ), there is no packets arriving in Processing 1. Assume x = t k − t 0 is the time span, then the probability of W larger than or equal to x is:
The probability of W smaller than x is:
According to equation (9), when k = 0, the probability distribution function of W is:
The mathematical expectation of W (i.e., the average arrival time of the packets) is:
Therefore, if the packets stream arriving in Processing 1 is Poisson Stream, then the arrival interval between two consecutive packets obeys the exponential distribution with Parameter 1/λ. Similarly, assume β is the average number of packets output by Processing 1, if the output process obeys the Poisson distribution with Parameter β, then the service interval of Processing 1 obeys the exponential distribution with Parameter 1/β. Based on the above analyses, in the next part, we will first exploit the M/M/1 model to calculate the optimal overall size of TxRing1 and the buffer size of TxRing1, and then estimate the number of packets processed by Processing 1 in unit time. The first M in the M/M/1 model represents the arrival interval of packets, which obeys the exponential distribution. The second M in the M/M/1 model represents the service interval of Processing 1, which obeys the exponential distribution. The integer 1 in the M/M/1 model represents that there is only one service system (i.e., Processing 1).
As shown in Fig. 20 , each number in the circle represents a state. For instance, State 0 represents that there are no packets arriving in Processing 1. State 1 represents the number of packets arrived in Processing1 is 1, and this packet is being processed. State 2 represents the number of packets arrived in Processing1 is 2, with one packet being processed and the other being queued. λ 0i represents the transition intensity (i.e., the number of packets transmitted from the OS kernel in unit time) from State 0 to State i. β i0 represents the transition intensity (i.e., the number of packets output by Processing 1 in unit time) from State i to State 0. Based on the Random Process Theory, if the event flow of the system is Poisson Stream with finite states number and if it can be transited from one state to another, then the limited probabilities will come into exist.
The P i in equation (15) represents the limiting probability, which is a constant instead of a function of time. When the system is stable, the P i expresses the average residence time of the system in State i. Based on Fig. 20 and the dynamic equilibrium theory, the following equation set is given:
By solving the above equation set, the following solutions are obtained.
According to the equation P 0 + P 1 + P 2 + . . . + P n = 1, the following equation can be obtained.
In our system, we assume λ 01 = λ 12 = . . . λ n−1 n , β 10 = β 21 = . . . β nn−1 , then the following equation can be obtained.
Equation (19) is a geometric series and it is convergent in the condition of δ = λ/β < 1. The δ = λ/β represents the load of Processing 1, in another word, it is the utilization ratio of Processing1's services. Based on the equation (17), only if λ < β, can we obtain the probability of each state. Because one goal of this paper is to reduce the packets loss ratio, which was caused by the diverse working speed between the OS kernel and the Processing 1. So, we need further obtain the solutions to the equations (17) and (19) . After calculation, the solutions to the equations (17) and (19) are:
. . .
Based on the above-mentioned jobs, we conduct the detailed calculation to obtain the overall size of TxRing1. The average number of packets arrived in Processing 1 can be considered as the overall size of TxRing1, and we use E 1 to represent it. Because the number of packets arrived in Processing1 are random, that is to say, the random number can be 0, 1, 2, . . . , i, . . . , n, so the probabilities related to the random numbers are P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P i , . . . , P n . Therefore, the mathematical expectation E 1 is:
The average number of packets queued in Processing 1 can be considered as the following mathematical expectation and we use E 2 to represent it. Specifically, the number of queued packets is 0 means that there is 1 packet being processed and 0 packets being queued. Therefore, we can use P 1 to represent the probability of 0 queued packet. Similarly, the number of queued packets is 1 means that there is 1 packet being processed and 1 packet being queued. We use P 2 to represent the probability of 1 queued packet. The mathematical expectation E 2 is:
we use E 3 to represent the number of packets processed by Processing1 in unit time. The calculation of E 3 is:
In summary, we can draw the conclusion that E 1 is the overall-size of TxRing1, E 2 is the buffer size of TxRing1, and E 3 is the number of packets processed by Processing1 in unit time. In the next part, we will calculate those values mentioned above through real experiments.
To estimate the intensity of the packets stream (i.e., λ) sent by the OS kernel and the intensity of the packets stream (i.e., β) sent by Processing 1, the following experiment is designed in this paper. As shown in Fig. 21 , Observing Window 1 is used to observe the number of packets sent by the OS kernel in unit time, and Observing Window 2 is used to observe the number of packets sent by Processing 1 in unit time. We program the Netlink kernel state procedure and embed it in the Processing 1. The key code of Netlink kernel state procedure is shown in Key Code 3, which indicates that the Processing 1 continuously sends packets to the user state procedure. In the Key Code 4, there are two loops, of which one is the while loop and the other is for loop. The while loop indicates that the user state procedure continuously receives the packets sent by the kernel state procedure. The for loop indicates that the user state procedure prints each received packets in hexadecimal format.
Based on the above-mentioned process, we conduct the following experiments (The experiment equipment will be introduced in Section IV). The detailed experiment procedures are:
(1) we implement the novel High MAC in PC's kernel space and the novel Low MAC in PC's user space. Then we implement the novel PHY in USRP. The joint debugging of these three modules is successful.
(2) we insert USRP to this PC mentioned in step (1) and now this PC can be acted as a novel Access Point (AP). Based on Table 1 and Equations (21) - (23), we will respectively calculate E 1 , E 2 and E 3 . The mean value δ = (δ 1 + δ 2 + δ 3 )/3 = (0.8286 + 0.8378 + 0.7922)/3 = 0.8195 . . . . And when we round to the nearest hundredth, the mean value is approximately equal to 0.82. Because of 5/6 is approximately equal to 0.83, so we set δ = 5/6. Based on the previous calculations, we obtained E 1 = δ/(1 − δ) = (5/6)/ (1-5/6) = 5, E 2 = δ 2 /(1 − δ) = 25/6 = 4.1667 and E 3 = δ = 5/6. Furthermore, because δ = 5/6 < 1, the geometric series is convergent. Based on the Equation (19), we can obtain P 0 = 1 − δ = 1/6 = 0.1667, which means that the probability of non-queuing is approximately equal to 16.7%. Till now, we have finished the calculation process. Apparently, the suitable value of the overall size of TxRing1 is 5, and the suitable value of the buffer-size of TxRing1 is 4. Accordingly, the maximum number of packets processed by the Processing1 in unit time is approximately equal to 1. The novel scheme with the TxRing1 added is shown in Fig. 22 .
After the TxRing1 being added, the key code of the packets transmission process in High MAC is shown as in Key Code 5. In Key Code 5, we define two macros which indicate each time the Processing 1 extracts one packet from the TxRing1 and process it.
To evaluate the validity of our calculation results, we conduct the following 4 comparative experiments:
(1) MAX_TX_PROCESS = 1, NUM_OF_TX_RING = 5. The result of the packets transmission experiment is shown as follows: As shown in Fig. 23 , AP sends 61 packets in 60017ms, and the packets loss ratio is 0%. This result indicates that the input stream and the output stream have reached the dynamic balance.
(2) MAX_TX_PROCESS = 1, NUM_OF_TX_RING = 2. The results of the packets transmission experiment is shown as follows:
As shown in Fig. 24 , we can see that there is no buffer space available, because the overall size of the TxRing1 is too small (i.e., there is only one buffer space available).
(3) MAX_TX_PROCESS = 1, NUM_OF_TX_RING = 6. The result of the packets transmission experiment is shown as follows:
As shown in Fig. 25 , AP sends 39 packets in 60133ms, and only 32 packets arrive at STA. The packets loss ratio is 17%. This experiment result indicates that the dynamic balance between the input stream and the output stream is disturbed.
(4) MAX_TX_PROCESS = 1,NUM_OF_TX_RING = 10. The results of the packets transmission experiment are shown as follows:
As shown in Fig. 26 , AP sends 46 packets in 60263ms, and only 31 packets arrive at STA while the packets loss ratio is 32%. This experiment result indicates that the dynamic balance of the input stream and the output stream is disturbed. Compared with the Fig. 25 , we can predict that as the overall size increases, the packets loss ratio will increase accordingly.
In order to further validate the efficiency of the optimal overall size related to the Tx ring (i.e., the overall size of Tx Ring = 5). We conduct another three groups comparative experiments and we mainly focus on two metrics (i.e., packets transmission delay jitters and packets transmission time points distribution). Specifically, In the first group experiment, we set the overall size smaller than the optimal value (e.g., the overall size of Tx Ring = 4), then we conduct the packets transmission with one transmitter (i.e., the AP implemented with our novel scheme) and one receiver (i.e., STA), and then we let the transmitter send 400 packets to receiver. In the second group experiment, we set the overall size equal to the optimal value (e.g., the overall size of Tx Ring = 5), then we conduct the same work as in the first group. In the third group experiment, we set the overall size larger than the optimal value (e.g., the overall size of Tx Ring = 6), then we conduct the same work as in the first group. Based on the experiment results, we give the following two statistic pictures as shown in Fig.27 and Fig.28 . In Fig.27 , we can note that the novel transmission scheme with the optimal overall size of TxRing (i.e., the overall size of Tx Ring = 5) shows the best performance, the average delay jitters under this scheme is approximately between −2 ms and 2 ms. While the other two have larger delay jitters which are almost between −12 ms to 12 ms.
As illustrated in Fig.28 , we can see that the novel transmission scheme with the optimal overall size of Tx Ring (i.e., the overall size of Tx Ring = 5) shows the lowest transmission time points distribution which are almost between 0 ms to 6 ms. While the other two have larger transmission time points distribution which are almost between 7 ms to 18 ms. The reason contributing to this is that some packets lost in transmission process. Therefore, we can draw the conclusion that the novel scheme with the Tx Ring which is set in optimal value added can provide a better performance.
So far, we have finished the construction process of TxRing1. Then, we construct the TxRing2 between Processing 1 and Processing 2 in the same way. The preliminary novel scheme without the TxRing2 is shown in Fig. 29 .
The novel scheme with the TxRing2 added is shown in Fig. 30 .
Once the optimization process is done, we will obtain the following novel scheme:
As we can see in Fig. 31 , the optimized novel scheme is demonstrated with two transmission rings. In the next part, we will present the packets transmission process based on the optimized novel scheme. 
D. PACKETS TRANSMISSION PROCESS BASED ON THE OPTIMIZED NOVEL SCHEME
We divide the packets transmission process into three phases. In the first phase, the OS kernel sends packets (i.e., Skbs) to TxRing1; The second phase includes two sub-phases, of which the first one is that TxRing1 sends packets to Processing 1, and the other is that Processing 1 sends packets (i.e., MAC frame) to TxRing2; In the third phase, TxRing2 sends packets to the Processing 2.
1) THE FIRST PHASE
The ''struct net_device'' is an important structure in OS kernel, which represents diverse network devices in a unified way. The ''xmit ()'' is the member function of ''struct net_device'' and it is the entry point of the packets transmission. Therefore, we need first to register the net device into the OS kernel and initialize it. The key code is shown below.
Key Code 6 Key Code of Registering and Initializing
return register _netdev(pNetDev); } 3:
void __exit netdevice_exit(void) { 4: unregister_netdev(pNetDev); } 5:
module_init (netdevice_init); 6: module_exit (netdevice_exit);
After the net device has been successfully registered and initialized, the entire transmission process will be started from the function ''xmit()''. The detailed algorithm is shown below:
Algorithm 2 shows the entry point of packets transmission. If the net device failure to register or to initialize. OS kernel will launch the function ''dev_kfree_skb_any ()'' GetPriFromNetDev (pAd,pNetDev) 8:
Launch algorithm 3 9: End if 10: End for 11: End procedure to release a Skb. Otherwise, OS kernel will launch the function ''GetPriFromNetDev ()'' which use the private information of net device to fill the structure ''ADAPTER''. In algorithm 3, the function ''ALLOWTOSEND ()'' is used to check out whether the AP and STA have connected successfully, if failure, the Skb will be released, otherwise, the Skb will be further processed. For instance, the function ''SetPacketDetMacEntry ()'' is used to set the destination MAC address of Skb, and the function ''SetPacketScrMacEntry ()'' is used to set the source MAC address of Skb. Based on the Skb's type (e.g., data packet, management packet, control packet), the Skbs will be inserted to different TxRings (i.e., data packet, control packet and management packet). In this paper, we only focus on the data packet.
Algorithm 3 Pseudo Code of Early Checking and

2) THE SECOND PHASE
The second phase can be divided into three sub-phases. The first one is that the novel High MAC extract Skb from TxRing1 and then reorganize the sending packets. The second one is that the novel High MAC send the reorganized packets to the novel Low MAC via Netlink. The third one is that the novel Low MAC send the reorganized packets to TxRing2. The detailed algorithm is shown as follows.
Algorithm 4 Pseudo Code of Extracting Item From
TxRing1 and Then Processing it 1: Procedure SENDPKTSTOTXRING2 (struct sk_buff * skb) 2: For each skb in TxRing1 do 3:
int length = skb->len 4:
extract the actual data of skb 5:
remove the 802.3 header from the actual data of skb 6: make the 802.11 header 7: make 4 different types pOurWirelessPacket 8:
send pOurWirelessPacket to Low MAC via Netlink 9:
Low MAC send packet to TxRing2 10: End for 11: Launch Algorithm 5 12: End procedure
3) THE THIRD PHASE
In the third phase, the novel PHY first extracts a packet from TxRing2 and processes it. Then the RF sends the electromagnetic wave into air with certain frequency. The detailed algorithm is shown as follows: send analog signals to the air 5: End for 6: End procedure
IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION
In this section, we first conduct an experiment to connect the novel High MAC with the Netlink user state procedure. Then we validate the correctness and completeness of four diverse types reorganized packets. Last, we conduct an experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of the novel scheme and compare it with the traditional scheme (i.e., the USB WLAN card + driver).
A. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE NOVEL HIGH MAC AND THE NETLINK USER STATE PROCEDURE
The purpose of connecting the novel High MAC with the Netlink user state procedure is to complete the connection between the novel High MAC and the novel Low MAC. Here, the connection has two meanings, one is that the user state procedure can receive the reorganized packets, the other is VOLUME 6, 2018 that the received packets must be correct and complete. So, we first give the following experimental plan 1.
As shown in Fig. 32 , this plan test whether Netlink user state procedure can receive the reorganized packets, but cannot validate the correctness and completeness of the reorganized packets. We give the following two reasons. The first reason is that the packets transmission process is incomplete. The second reason is that some fields in reorganized packet are meaningless, for example, the value of the destination MAC address field is a default value, which make it impossible to validate its correctness. Thus, we further give the experimental plan 2. As shown in Fig. 33 , we give the following three reasons why we carry out this plan. The first reason is that it is a complete packets transmission process, and the fields in reorganized packet are meaningful. The second reason is that before we connect the novel High MAC with the novel Low MAC and the novel PHY, we need depend on the traditional Low MAC and PHY to finish the packets transmission process. The third reason is that the traditional Low MAC and PHY are mature products, which can assist us to do the experiment. In this plan, the user state procedure can be considered as an observing window used for packets observation, and can be used for packets diffluence.
Based on above-mentioned analyses, we present the detailed experiment processes. The detailed experiment parameters are shown in Table 2 :
The following are the detailed experiment procedures:
(1) We replace the code related to packets transmission in the traditional High MAC to a novel one and keep the (3) We insert an RT5572 card to one PC and now this PC can be acted as an AP. If the card has been successfully identified, the indicator light will turn blue.
(4) In the command window, we type the command ''ifconfig ra0 up'' to start up the WLAN card. If the WLAN card has been successfully started up, the indicator light will alternately turn blue and red.
Based on the status that the WLAN card has been successfully started up, we type the command ''ifconfig ra0 192.168.99.1'' to configure the IP address of the WLAN card. Then we can find a BSSID named ''HT_AP0'' in the WLAN.
(5) We insert an RT2860 card to another PC and this PC can be acted as a STA. The IP address of this WLAN card is configured as ''192.168.99.3''. Then we can see this STA connect to the BSSID (i.e., ''HT_AP0'').
(6) Based on aforementioned procedures, we conduct two groups of experiments. In the first group, the AP sends four diverse types reorganized packets to the wrong destination, which means the IP address does not match to the STA. To be specific, we type the command ''ping 192.168.99. 66'' to send the reorganized packets to the wrong destination. As a result, the Netlink user state procedure will receive four diverse types ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) request packets. In Section IV-B.1, we will validate the correctness and completeness of the ARP request packets.
In the second group, the AP sends four diverse types reorganized packets to the right destination, which means the IP address matches to the STA. More specifically, we type the command ''ping 192.168.99. 3'' to send the reorganized packets to the right destination. As a result, the Netlink user state procedure will receive four diverse types MAC frames, which means the packet is composed of the MAC header and the IP packet. In Section IV-B.2, we will validate the correctness and completeness of the MAC frames. The payload of each packet in the Fig. 34 is an ARP request packet and its total size is 60 bytes. Each byte in payload is represented in hexadecimal. The reason why the user state procedure receives the ARP request packets is that the AP has yet obtained the MAC address from the destination. We take any one of the packet from the Fig. 34 and analyze its correctness and completeness.
The green part is the MAC header, which substitutes the Ethernet header. The dark blue part is an independent part, and the hexadecimal values ''8 6'' means that this packet is an ARP packet. The light blue part is the ARP packet's body. In the next part, the analysis will focus on the green part and the light blue part.
Based on the format of the MAC header specified in 802.11 protocol and the MAC header structure defined in Section 3, we do the following analysis for the green part based on Fig. 35 . The Protocol Version field is 2 bits in length and is invariant in size. For 802.11-2012, the value of the Protocol Version is 0. The Type field is 2 bits in length, and the Subtype field is 4 bits in length. The Type and Subtype fields together identify the function of the frame. If B3B2 equals to 10 and B7B6B5B4 equals to 0000, the packet can be proved a data frame rather than a control frame or management frame. Both the To DS field and the From DS field are 1 bit in length. The To DS field equals to 0 and From DS field equals to 1, which identify a data frame directly from one AP to another STA within the same IBSS. The More Fragments field is 1 bit in length and is set to 0 in no-fragmented frames. The Retry field is 1 bit in length and is set to 0 to indicate that this frame does not need a re-transmission. The Power Management field is 1 bit in length and is used to indicate the power management mode of an AP. A value of 0 indicates that the AP will be in active mode. The More Data field is 1 bit in length and is set to 0 in all other individually addressed frames. The Protected Frame field is 1 bit in length and is set to 1 if the Frame Body field contains information that has been processed by a cryptographic encapsulation algorithm. The Order field is 1 bit in length and it is set to 0 in a QoS data frame transmitted by a QoS AP.
The two hexadecimal values ''0 0'' are the value of Duration ID field. The six hexadecimal values ''ff ff ff ff ff ff'' are the value of the Address 1 field, which means the destination address is a broadcast address. The six hexadecimal values ''0 c 43 57 7 9b'' are the value of the Address 2 field and the Address 3 field, which means the source address is the RT5572 card's MAC address. The two hexadecimal values ''b0 8'' are the value of the Sequence Control field. The six hexadecimal values ''a a 3 0 0 0'' are the value of the Address 4 field, and it is a default value.
According to the format of the ARP packet illustrated in the Fig. 37 , we do the analysis for the light blue part. Each packet in the Fig. 38 is an ARP request packet and its total size is 64 bytes. Each byte in the packet is represented in hexadecimal. We take any one of the packet from the Fig. 38 and analyze its correctness and completeness.
Unlike the packet in the Fig. 34 , the extra orange part in this packet is the value of transmission block's ID. The green part is the MAC header. The dark blue part is an independent part, and the hexadecimal values ''8 6'' means that this packet is a ARP packet. The light blue part is the ARP packet's body. The analysis for the green part and light blue part are the same as that in Section IV-B.1. (1) .
In this experiment, the AP's ip address is configured to ''192.168.99.23''. The four hexadecimal values ''c0 a8 63 17'' in light blue part are the value of Sender IP Address field, we can see that it is match to our setting.
(3) Reorganization Packet Type: pOurWirelessPacket3 = SrcBufLen + MpduHeaderLen + TXWISize.
We Open the AP's command window and type ''ifconfig ra0 192.168.99.80'' to configure the ip address of AP. Then we type ''ping 192.168.99.66'' (i.e., the wrong ip address). The Netlink user state procedure receive the packets as shown in Fig. 39 . Each packet in Fig.39 is an ARP request packet and its total size is 80 bytes. Each byte in packet is represented in hexadecimal. We take any one of the packet from Fig. 39 and analyze its correctness and completeness.
Unlike the packet in Fig. 34 , the extra pink part in this packet are the values related to the sending configuration. The green part is the MAC header. The dark blue part is an independent part, and the hexadecimal values ''8 6'' means that this packet is an ARP packet. The light blue part is the ARP packet's body. The analysis for the green part and light blue part are the same as that in Section IV-B.1. (1) .
In this experiment, the AP's ip address is configured to ''192.168.99.80''. The four hexadecimal values ''c0 a8 63 50'' in light blue part are the value of Sender IP Address field, we can see that it is match to our setting.
(4) Reorganization Packet Type:
We open the AP's command window and type ''ifconfig ra0 192.168.99.6'' to configure the ip address of AP. Then we type ''ping 192.168.99.66'' (i.e., the wrong ip address). The Netlink user state procedure receives the packets as shown in Fig. 40 .
Each packet in the Fig. 40 is an ARP request packet and its total size is 84 bytes. Each byte in the packet is represented in hexadecimal. We take any one of the packet from the Figure 40 and analyze its correctness and completeness.
Unlike the packet in the Fig. 34 , the extra orange part are the values of the transmission block's ID and pink part are the values related to the sending configuration. The green part is the MAC header. The dark blue part is an independent part, and the hexadecimal values ''8 6'' mean that this packet is an ARP packet. The light blue part is the ARP packet's body. The analysis of the green part and light blue part are the same as that in Section IV-B.1. (1) .
In this experiment, the AP's IP address is configured as ''192.168.99.6''. The four hexadecimal values ''c0 a8 63 6'' in the light blue part are the value of the Sender IP Address field, and we can see that it matches our setting.
Till now, we have finished the first group of experiments, and have validated the correctness and completeness of four diverse types of reorganization packets. In the next part, we will conduct the second group of experiments, in which four diverse types of reorganized packets are sent to the correct destination. We open the AP's command window and type ''ifconfig ra0 192.168.99.1'' to configure the IP address of the AP. Then we type ''ping 192.168.99.3'' (i.e., the correct IP address). The Netlink user state procedure receives the packets as shown in the Fig. 41 .
As shown in the Fig. 41 , the packet received by the user state procedure is different from that in the first group experiments. This is because the sender has received the ARP answer packet from the target. Each packet in the Figure 41 is The green part is the MAC header (i.e., 802.11 header) that substitutes the Ethernet header (i.e., 802.3 header). As we can see in the green part, the hexadecimal values ''48 2 2a 24 3a 7a'' are the value of the Address 1 field, which indicates that the sender has already obtained the target MAC address (i.e., the MAC address of RT2860 card). The analysis of the remainder green part is the same as that in Section IV-B.1. (1). The dark blue part is an independent part, and the hexadecimal values ''8 0'' means that the payload of this packet is the IP packet. The light blue part, the red part and the purple part constitute an IP packet. In the next part, our analysis will focus on the IP packets.
According to the format of the IP header shown in Fig. 42 , we do the following analysis of the light blue part.
The binary representation of the first hexadecimal value ''45'' in the light blue part is ''01000101'', the first four bits ''0100'' indicates that the IP version is 4, and the last four bits ''0101'' indicates that the length of the IP header is 20. The hexadecimal value ''0'' is the value of the Type of Service field. The two hexadecimal values ''0 54'' are VOLUME 6, 2018 the value of the Length field and the decimal representation of it is 84, which is correspondent to the length of the IP packet in the Fig. 41 . The two hexadecimal values ''a9 b5'' are the value of the Identification field, which is used to identify the IP packet. The binary representation of the next two hexadecimal values ''40 0'' is ''10000000 00000000'', the first three bits ''100'' indicates that the packet is a nofragment packet, and the last thirteen bits ''00000 00000000'' indicates that the fragment offset is 0. The hexadecimal value ''40'' is the value of the Time To Live field, which indicates the packet's lifetime. The hexadecimal value ''1'' is the value of the Protocol field, which indicates that the ping command uses the protocol ICMP. The two hexadecimal values ''49 9e'' are the value of the Header Check-sum field. The next four hexadecimal values ''c0 a8 63 1'' are the value of the Source IP field, and it is correspondent to the sender's IP address setting (i.e., the IP address of RT5572). The four hexadecimal values ''c0 a8 63 3'' are the value of the Destination IP field, and it is correspondent to the correct destination (i.e., the IP address of RT2860). The red part is the UDP header with 8 bytes length, which indicates that the ping command uses the UDP protocol. The purple part is the payload of the IP packet. In Linux, the length of the packet payload is 56 bytes by default, and we do the following validation.
First, we set the payload length at 0 by typing the command ''ping 192.168.99.3 -s0''. Then the Netlink user state procedure will receive the following packet.
The total size of this packet is 60 bytes, the length of the MAC header is 30 bytes, the length of the dark blue part is 2 bytes, the length of the IP header is 20 bytes and the length of the UDP header is 8 bytes. So, the payload is 0.
In summary, the first type reorganized packet is correct and complete.
(2) Reorganization Packet Type: pOurWirelessPacket2 = SrcBufLen + MpduHeaderLen + TXINFOSIZE.
We Open the AP's command window and type ''ifconfig ra0 192.168.99.23'' to configure the IP address of the AP. Then we type ''ping 192.168.99.3'' (i.e., the correct IP address). The Netlink user state procedure receive the following packets:
Each packet in the Fig. 43 is a MAC frame and its total size is 120 bytes. Each byte in the packet is represented in hexadecimal. We Take any one of the packet from the Fig. 43 and analyze its correctness and completeness. Each packet in the Fig. 44 is a MAC frame and its total size is 136 bytes. Each byte in the packet is represented in hexadecimal. We take any one of the packet from the Fig. 44 and analyze its correctness and completeness.
Unlike the packet in the Figure 41 , the extra pink part in this packet are related to the sending configuration. The green part is the MAC header. The dark blue part is an independent part, and the hexadecimal values ''8 0'' means that the payload of this packet is an IP packet. The light blue part is the IP header. The red part is the UDP header. The purple part is the payload of the IP packet. The analysis of these parts is the same as that in Section IV-B.2. (1).
In this experiment, the AP's IP address is configured as ''192 Unlike the packet in the Fig. 41 , the extra orange part is the value of transmission block's ID and the pink part is the value related to the sending configuration. The green part is the MAC header. The dark blue part is an independent part, and the hexadecimal values ''8 0'' means that the payload of this packet is an IP packet. The light blue part is the IP header. The red part is the UDP header. The purple part is the payload of the IP packet. The analysis of these parts is the same as that in Section IV-B.2. (1).
In this experiment, the AP's IP address is configured as ''192.168.99.6''. The four hexadecimal values ''c0 a8 63 6'' in light blue part are the value of the Sender IP Address field, and we can see that it matches our setting.
So far, we have finished the second group of experiments, and have validated the correctness and completeness of four diverse types of reorganization packets. Through the two groups of experiments, we can draw the conclusion that the four diverse types reorganized packets are correct and complete.
C. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NOVEL SCHEME AND THE TRADITIONAL SCHEME 1) EXPERIMENTATION SETUP In this part, we conduct packets transmission experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of the novel scheme and compare it with the traditional scheme. The detailed experiment parameters are shown in Table 3 . Six metrics are focused in this experiment and they are the parameters of command ''top -c'' under Linux. The first five metrics reflect the system overhead and the last metric reflects the number of packets sent in unit time. The following are the detailed experiment procedures: (1) We pick one of the four PCs shown in table 3, then we implement the novel High MAC in the kernel space of this PC and implement the novel Low MAC in the user space of this PC.
(2) Based on step (1), we implement the novel PHY to USRP-B210 and then we insert USRP-B210 into the PC mentioned in step (1) . And now this PC can be acted as a novel Access Point.
(3) We insert the RT2860 WLAN card to another PC and this PC can be acted as a STA.
(4) We respectively send four diverse types reorganized packets to STA under the novel scheme, and collect experimental data.
(5) To compare with the novel scheme, we pick one of the two remainder PCs and insert the RT5572 WLAN card to it, so this PC can be acted as a traditional AP. We pick another PC and insert the RT2860 WLAN card into it, so this PC can be acted as a STA.
(6) Based on step (5), we send packets to the STA under the traditional scheme, and collect the experimental data.
2) EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the rest of this part, we use Urbs to represent the packets transmitted under the traditional scheme with the reason that the packets transmitted from the traditional High MAC to the traditional Low MAC is Urbs.
(1) The following Table 4 is the system overhead when the AP sends the fourth type reorganized packets to the STA under the novel scheme. (i.e., pOurWirelessPacket4) (2) The following Table 5 is the system overhead when the AP sends the third type reorganized packets to the STA under the novel scheme. (i.e., pOurWirelessPacket3) (3) The following Table 6 is the system overhead when the AP sends the second type reorganized packets to the STA under the novel scheme. (i.e., pOurWirelessPacket2) (4) The following Table 7 is the system overhead when the AP sends the first type reorganized packets to the STA under the novel scheme. (i.e., pOurWirelessPacket1) (5) The following Table 8 is the system overhead when the AP sends the packets to the STA under the traditional scheme. (i.e., Urbs) (6) The following Table 9 is the number of packets sent in unit time under two schemes.
Based on above experimental data, we draw the following statistic charts and analyze them.
(7) The Physical Memory Used at Different Time Points Fig. 46 demonstrates the physical memory used when sending five diverse types of packets. We can note that the physical memory used follow such an order as Urbs > pOurwirelessPacket4 > pOurwirelessPacket3 > pOurwirelessPacket2 > pOurwirelessPacket1, which indicates that the traditional scheme cons-umes more physical memories.
We can also observe that as the time increases, the physical memory used by five types packets increases correspondingly. The Urbs shows the highest physical memory used, this is because the packets are organized in a heavy weight way in the traditional scheme. The physical memory used by other four types of packets are lower than that used by the Urbs, because the packets are organized in a light weight way in the novel scheme. For pOurwirelessPacket (1, 2, 3, 4) , since they are sent under the novel scheme, the larger the size of the reorganized packet, the more physical memory used. The pOurwirelessPacket1 is composed by the MAC header and the IP packet, thereby generating the lowest physical memory used. The pOurwirelessPacket2 is composed by the MAC header, the IP packet and the TXINFOSIZE, leading to a higher physical memory used than the pOurwirelessPacket1. The pOurwirelessPacket3 is composed by the MAC header, the IP packet and the TXWISize, leading to a higher physical memory used than pOurwirelessPacket1 and pOurwirelessPacket2. The pOurwirelessPacket4 is composed by the MAC header, the IP packet, the TXWISize and the TXINFOSIZE, leading to a higher physical memory used than pOurwirelessPacket (1,2,3) . pOurwirelessPacket4 > pOurwirelessPacket3 > pOurwirelessPacket2 > pOurwirelessPacket1, which indicates that the traditional scheme consumes more I/O resources.
To be specific, we find that the Urbs shows the highest percentage usage of I/O, this is because the existence of the USB bus between the PC and the WLAN card. Furthermore, when the time is between 0s and 600s, the pOurwirelessPacket4 > pOurwirelessPacket (3,2,1) (i.e., the yellow line, the green line and the purple line are almost overlapped). When the time is between 900s and 1800s, the four different curves are also almost overlapped, this is because the four types of reorganized packets are organized in the light weight way, which cannot obviously show the discrepancies among them.
(9) The Percentage CPU Idle Rate at Different Time Points 48 shows a plot of the CPU idle rate when sending five diverse types packets. It is interesting to see that the pOurwirelessPacket1 has the highest CPU idle rate, which exceeds our expected experiment results. Theoretically, the location of the green curves should be lower than the actual results. This is because the novel High MAC is implemented in the kernel space and the novel Low MAC is implemented in the user space, which should cause more CPU usage than what we have seen. The other three types of reorganized packets have some extra information in composition, so they produce lower CPU idle rate than the pOurwirelessPacket1. Moreover, the blue curve (i.e., Urbs) has the lowest CPU idle rate, and the maximum difference between the blue curve and the green curve is approximate to 10 with the reason that the existence of USB-related functions in the traditional scheme.
(10) The Number of Packets Sent at Different Time Points Fig . 49 shows the number of packets sent at different time points. Note that the novel scheme outperforms the traditional scheme in the respect of the number of transmitted packets. We give the following reasons contributing to this phenomenon. The first reason is that the novel scheme has been optimized by the M/M/1 model. The second reason is that we reorganize the sending packets in a lightweight way. The third reason is that we have implemented the novel PHY to USRP, which brings a better performance for packets transmission.
(11) The Percentage CPU Usage of the kernel space at Different Time Points 50 shows the CPU usage of the kernel space when sending five diverse types of packets. We can see that the percentage CPU usage of kernel space follows the order of Urbs > pOurwirelessPacket4 > pOurwirelessPacket3 > pOurwirelessPacket(2,1), which indicates that the kernel space of the traditional scheme consumes more CPU usage.
The blue curve shows the highest CPU usage, while other four curves show the lower CPU usage. The reason contributing to this result is that we have removed the USB related functions in the novel scheme. Furthermore, the discrepancies among the four curves is not obvious, since those four diverse types reorganized packets are respectively organized in a lightweight way.
(12) The Percentage CPU Usage of User space at Different Time Points FIGURE 51. The percentage CPU usage of user space at different time points. Fig. 51 demonstrates the CPU usage of user space when sen-ding five different types of packets. Note that the CPU usage of the user space follows the order of Urbs > pOurwirelessPacket4 > pOurwirelessPacket3 > pOurwirelessPacket2 > pOurwirelessPacket1, which indicates that the traditional scheme consumes more CPU usage of user space.
Theoretically speaking, the blue curve should below the other four curves, since the Low MAC in novel scheme locates in the user space and the Low MAC in traditional scheme locates in the kernel space. Here, we give the following two reasons. The first reason is that the Low MAC in the novel scheme only has the fundamental functions for packets transmission and reception. The second reason is that the traditional scheme is a mature product, which means it has been implemented all the Low MAC functions defined in the 802.11. So, compared with the novel scheme, the traditional scheme should consume more CPU usage of user space.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel packets transmission scheme for the WLAN devices. Specifically, the main work of this paper are as follows: Firstly, based on the analysis of the traditional packets transmission scheme and the Wi-Fi standard, we present the preliminary novel scheme. More concretely, we implement the novel High MAC in the kernel space, and implement the novel Low MAC and PHY in the user space. Compared with the traditional scheme, the MAC and PHY in the novel scheme can be maintained as needed. Secondly, we embed the Netlink kernel state procedure into the novel High MAC. Based on the analysis of the packets encapsulation process in the upper protocol stack, we reorganize four diverse types packets transmitted from the novel High MAC to the Netlink user state procedure. Furthermore, the correctness and completeness of the reorganized packets received by the Netlink user state procedure are verified through real experiments. Compared with the Urbs, the reorganized packets consume lower system overhead in transmission. Thirdly, based on the above-mentioned work, we embed the Netlink user state procedure into the novel Low MAC to complete the connection between the novel High MAC and the novel Low MAC. Finally, for the purpose of matching the processing speed between the OS kernel and the MAC & PHY, we utilize M/M/1 model to optimize the preliminary scheme. The packets transmission experiment demonstrates the effectiveness of the optimized novel scheme in comparison to the traditional scheme.
Currently, we have implemented the fundamental functions related to the packets transmission in the MAC and PHY layers. In the future, based on the IEEE 802.11 standard, we will continue to supplement the custom MAC and PHY functions which are used for future High Efficiency WLANs (HEW). 
